
Justis Parliament
UK parliamentary research in no time

A three million record-strong index to the proceedings and publications of the 
Houses of Parliament, and the Welsh and Northern Ireland Assemblies, Justis
Parliament is the most intuitive, user-friendly way to search for Parliamentary
material from the UK legislatures.

Coverage: 1979 - present Format: Internet

Data Providers: House of Commons; House of Lords;  National
Assembly for Wales; Northern Ireland Assembly

With comprehensive hyperlinks that provide the simplest umbrella route into the 
related full-text databases, such as Hansard, Justis Parliament provides:

Vital information for legal practitioners, as well as political researchers

Excellent tracking and monitoring of your research

Searching of Parliamentary Questions, Bills, Select Committees and debates

Advanced results handling and filtering

See www.justis.com/justisparliament for details on searching, results handling and 
how this material ties in with other data on Justis.

For more information or to set up a free trial, please 
contact our Sales Team on +44 (0) 20 7284 8080

or at sales@justis.com.

Justis Parliament is great for legislative tracking...being 
able to find what’s in the House of Commons, the Lords 
and some of the UK’s devolved assemblies is amazingly 
useful, as is finding older documents and odd material 
that it would be difficult to locate elsewhere. 

- Joy Caisley, Law & Official Publications Librarian, University of Southampton
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Formerly known as Parlianet, Justis Parliament’s move to the Justis platform brings 
with it a number of key improvements, such as:

New to the Justis platform

Combined searches including other Justis data, such as legislation

My Justis, a unique archival research centre that stores your search
history and viewed documents, and to which you can return to review 
saved searches or documents and collect together your previous research

Email alerts of new documents released that are relevant to your research
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PA record of all questions being asked in parliament, Justis Parliament shows you 
who said what, how questions were answered, and links to the full text. This helps 
you keep up to date with what is being discussed in parliament, as well as showing 
which MPs are interested in particular topics. Justis Parliament covers:

Parliamentary Questions

Oral Questions

Urgent Questions

Written Questions
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PAll legislation being discussed by parliament is covered, including that of the 
Welsh and Northern Ireland Assemblies; a facility that enables users to plan 
for the future.

Bills going through parliament

Complete records for each public Bill can be searched

Includes links to the full text

The stage of bills – 1st or 2nd reading, Commons or Lords – can be checked
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PSelect Committees are collections of MPs from both Houses of Parliament who are 
asked to look into particular subjects. For example, some of the more
important ones in the House of Commons will look at expenditure, administration 
and policy of the main Government Departments or associated public bodies.

Select Committees

See results from any Select Committee from 1979 onwards

Search by committee title, committee members, subject terms and more

Covers the House of Commons and the House of Lords
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PRecords of MPs’ discussions in parliament, these can be vital in determining how 
ambiguous legislation was originally intended to be interpreted, as found in the 
case of Pepper v Hart, which established the precedent for citing such material.

Debates

Look up Parliamentary Debates by keyword

Link into the full text of the debate to see comments in context

Search for all contributions to Debates by a particular MPs
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Justis Parliament allows searches across
a wide range of areas, including:


